
 
What is 6002 2006
We have 6002 2006 6002 2000 6

4002 6
3996

Horatio the Hamster likes to eat parts of clock faces
In which of these clock f aces has the largest sum of
numbers been eaten

5161 7 18 9 1211 13 8 9 17 It 2 3141 5
15

So the answer is A
Among the children in a certain family each child has
at least one brother and at least one sister What is the
smallest possible number of children in the family
There must be at least 2 children of each gender
so the minimum size is 2 2 4
How many triangles of any size are there in this diagram

As shown in the diagrams below the total number of
triangles is 6 2 2 t 2 12
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Euclid Gardens has 123 houses in it numbered consecutively
From 1 to 123 Houses 29 to 37 inclusive are knocked
down to make space for a car park How many
houses remain
The number of houses removed is 37 29 t 1 9 so

the number of houses remaining is 123 9 114
In this tower the number on a block is the sum
of the numbers on the two blocks below it Find n



15 7 8
81 9 17
171 15 32

33 32
65 32 33
33 17 16

18 16 17 16 9 7
34 16 18

7 8 n 18 7 11

Find x

Let angles o and p be as

shown
We have
35 15 t U t 25 t p 180

otp 105

and x 180 otp
180 105 750

x is
The diagram shows the net of a cube Which edge
meets the edge X when the net is folded to form
the cube



Re draw the net based on where various edges fold

E
A B D

C

So X will meet E since they are adjacent
Four of these calculations give the same answer Which
is the odd one out

A 2 564 B 22 2 3 C 24 D 52 32 E 4 4 2

A _2 8 16
B 22 6 16 So the answer is E
C 16
D 25 9 16
E 4 8 12
The diagram shows 7 identical coins which f it

exactly inside a wooden Frame As a result each coin
is prevented From sliding What is the largest number
of coins that may be removed one by one so that



at each stage each remaining coin is still unable to
slide

X x

x or 3

X X

Travelling by train from Edinburgh to London I passed
a sign saying London 150 Miles After 7 more miles
I passed a sign saying Edinburgh 250 miles How far
is it by train from Edinburgh to London

E Sign1 Sign 2 LP I I b
O k xt7 n

At sign 1 n x 150

At sign 2 Kt 7 250

So 2 243 and n 150 t 243 393 miles

This sentence contains the letter e times
seven eight nine ten eleven

How many of the Five words above can be placed



in the gap to make the quoted sentence true

Currently the sentence has 8 e's in it
So seven is impossible and eight is impossible as it
would add another E

Nine works 81 1 9 e's
Ten Fails still only has 9 e's
Eleven works 813 11 e's
So the answer is 2
At the end of a hard day at the mine the 7
dwarves share out all their gold nuggets making sure
that they each get the same number of Nuggets If
there are any left over they are given to snow
white Which number of nuggets would leave Snow
white with the most

A 300 B 400 C 500 D 600 E 700
We have

300 42 7 t 6
400 57 7 t I
500 71 7 t 3
600 85 7 t S
700 100 7 to

Snow White receives the remainder so the answer is

300
In the rules of Association Football Law 1 States that
the Field of play must be rectangular and have length
From 100 to 130 yards and width from so to 100
yards What is the difference in area between the



Smallest possible Field of play and the largest possible
Field of play
The smallest possible field of play has area

100 50 5000

The largest possible field of play has area

130 100 13000

So the difference between them is

13000 5000 8000

Which of these Fractions does not simplify to 114

A 3941 B 4391 C 57962 D 6957 E

79561576817568 23184 31248 31824

We have 6957 L 7000 So 6957 4 C 28000

Hence 6957 s L so the answer is D
431248

The diagram shows an equilateral triangle with its
corners at the midpoints of alternate sides of a regular
hexagon What Fraction of the area of the hexagon is
shaded

Divide the hexagon into 24 congruent equilateral
triangles as shown below 9 are shaded so the shaded



Fraction is

9 3
24 8

In how many different ways can a row of five
on off switches be set so that no two adjacent
switches are in the off position
Proceed by cases

Alton 1 way
40710ft 5 places to choose for the off switch

therefore 5 ways
3o oFF Let D off I on

We have the Following options
0111 O

0110 I

0101 I

10 I O l
lo I I 0
I I 010

So there are 6 ways
2on3off_ 01010 1 Way

It is impossible to have 4 or 5 switches off
So the total number of ways is

1 t S t b t I 13

In this magic square which uses all whole



numbers from 7 to 15 inclusive each of the rows
columns and the two main diagonals has the same total
Which number replaces n in the completed Square

h

7

14

We have

7 t 8 t 9 t lo t Il t 12 t 13 t 14 t 15

4 22 t Il

99

So the total of any line is 99 3 33

Looking at the rightmost column its top square
contains 33 7 14 12

Now consider the value IS
n 12 It can't be put in any line

Containing 14 Since then the third

7 number would have to be

33 14 IS 4
14 which is not on the list



It also can't be put in any line containing 12
since then the third number would have to be

33 12 15 6
which is not on the list
So there's only one place it can go

Then the centre square contains
n 12 33 is 7 11

IS 7 So
n 33 14 11 8

14

Pinocchio's nose is 5cm long Each time he tells a lie
his nose doubles in length After he has told nine lies
his nose will be roughly the same length as a

A domino B tennis racquet C snooker table
D tennis court E football pitch
The eventual length of his nose is

5 29 10 28
2560cm

25.6 m

which is roughly the length of a tennis court

The sum of three different prime numbers is 40
What is the difference between the two biggest of



these three numbers

The sum of 3 odd numbers is odd so one of
the primes is 2 The other two add to 40 2 38

38 3 35 x

38 S 33 x

38 7 31

So we have 40 2 7 t 31 and the answer

is 31 7 24
Which one of the following shapes could not appear
as the overlapping region of two identical squares
Al equilateral triangle B square C kite
D heptagon E regular Octagon

If the overlapping region is a triangle then two

of its sides must be adjacent sides of one of the

squares So one of its angles will be a right angle
Since an equilateral triangle has three 60 angles it

cannot be the shape of the overlap A



A positive whole number less than 100 has remainder 2

when it is divided by 3 remainder 3 when it is

divided by 4 and remainder 4 when it is divided by S

What is its remainder when it is divided by 7

The number can be written as

3Mt 2 Lint 3 Sp t 4

3m Lint I Sp t 2

Since Lin ti is odd 3m must also be odd and
therefore m is odd
Since multiples of 5 end in 0 or 5 5pt2 must
have units digit 2 or 7 Since the number is odd
it ends in 7
List the 2 digit multiples of 3 which end in 7

3 9 27
3 19 57
3 29 87

Now 27 I 26 is not a multiple of 4 and
87 I 86 is not a multiple of 4 so the only
choice is 57 4 14 t 1

The chosen number was 57 t 2 59
We have

59 7 8 t 3

so the answer is 3
At a holiday camp the ratio of boys to girls is

31.4 and the ratio of girls to adults is 5 7



What is the ratio of children to adults
The number of girls must be a multiple of both
4 and 5 Suppose there are Zon girls Then
there are 3 5 n Isn boys and 7 x 4h 28N
adults So in total there are 2Ont Isn 35N
children and the ratio of children to adults is

35N 28N S 4

Amrita has written down four whole numbers If she
chooses three of her numbers at a time and adds
up each triple she obtains totals of 115 153 169
and 181 What is the largest of Amrita's numbers
Let the numbers be a b c d
We have

at btc 115
at btd 153
at Ctd 169

btc td 181

Perform t t

3at3b t 3C t 3d list 153 t 169 t 181

3latbtctd 618
at btc td 206

So D 206 115 91 is the largest number
Note c 206 153 53

b 206 169 37
a 206 181 25



For how many positive values of n are both

n and 2n three digit whole numbers

We need
2n C 1000
n c 500
n E 499

and n 7 100 n 7 200

Furthermore for n to be an integer we need
n to be even

We have
200 f n f 499
I E n 199 E 300

So there are 300 numbers in the required
range exactly half of which are even

Hence the answer is 150


